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1 - Scope
The purpose of these General Conditions of Selling is to define the terms of the
contractual relationship concerned with the selling of goods (hereinafter referred to as
"Products") that the company GIANECO s.r.l. (hereinafter referred to as "GIANECO")
proposes to its Customers (hereinafter referred to as "the Customer(s)") to take into
account when negotiating their commercial terms in order to guarantee balanced
business relationship. These General Conditions of Selling may be modified at any time
by GIANECO, with prior written notice to the Customers, in a reasonable time frame.
2 - Order Confirmation
2.1. Only an order confirmation (hereinafter referred as “OC”) form bearing "GIANECO"
heading and issued from one of its Departments will be a valid document from
GIANECO to the Customer; any technical data or specifications or any additional clause
will be specifically added to each OC bearing "GIANECO" heading, and will supersede
or supplement what herewith stated.
2.2. Each OC form must be confirmed by Customer’s acknowledgement of receipt; the
only acceptable acknowledgment form will be GIANECO’s OC duly signed and stamped
by Customer and sent back to GIANECO by email. This will confirms, Product by
Product, the quantity ordered, the quantity to be delivered or prepared for collection,
the price and the delivery or performance date - other than any other indication /
detail / statement indicated on the OC itself.
GIANECO will not proceed with production, packing or delivery of the involved material
if the OC is not received back as required.
2.3. If the Customer has any reservations, these must be sent in writing, to GIANECO,
and must be mutually agreed between the Customer and GIANECO Sales Department
and/or the person in charge for that OC. No other mean of communication will be
accepted for reservations.
2.4. GIANECO reserves the right to refuse to sell and/or to provide Services that have
not been agreed in written or that have changed their nature during the course of the
contract, for any reason not depending on major force.
3 Delivery, performance
3.1. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, Products deliveries will be performed on the
date on which GIANECO confirmed in written to the Customer, in quality and in
quantity as indicated in the OC if not otherwise agreed with Customer (either in written
or by telephone).
3.2. Delivery Term (strictly in accordance with the most recent Incoterms) is a
mandatory term and an essential condition of GIANECO's contract: the Customer will
be entirely liable for any delay in Products collection, and, as a result, will be held
responsible for any direct or indirect prejudicial consequences, without prejudice to
GIANECO's right to require either a modification in the quantity of Products to be
collected, or to cancel the sale, or to select another customer at GIANECO's choice to
supply the uncollected material. The deadline for collection is 10 working days from
material readiness notification.
3.3. GIANECO undertakes to deliver Products in conformity with both Italian and
European legal provisions, standards and regulations in force, with any requirements of
the contractual specification document or any technical data or specifications required
by Customer and previously agreed in written through to the official OC .
3.4. In the event that GIANECO has to take care of the delivery, and the customer
needs a special method that goes beyond the current Incoterms in use (unloading at
destination, special means of transport, e.g. vehicle with tail lift, vehicle with unloading
from the side and not from the ramp, etc ...; restricted hours / days, contact for
agreements before delivery or other) such needs will have to be agreed during the
negotiation phase of the order and in any case before the issuance of the official OC.
Eventual National holidays, long weekends (bridges) or unavailability to receive goods
must be notified to GIANECO prior to shipment, at due time, to avoid stops of the
vehicles and relevant charges; any non-fulfillment and the consequent costs will be
fully borne by the customer.
3.5. As regards the material available in stock, material readiness for collection will
occur in 2 working days from receipt of the OC duly signed and, in case of advanced
payment, in 2 working days from receipt of the bank transfer. In the event that the
material is under production, the expected readiness date will be advised; once
readiness date is reached, the same timing of the stock material described above will
come into force.
4 - Accompanying documents
All packaging of collected/delivered Products will include the necessary documentation
or will be followed up by PDF files of such documents by e.mail (delivery notice - i.e.
Document of Transport “DDT”- CMR and eventual analysis statements, safety data
sheets, etc. in case these were previously required and mutually agreed between
parties). In case of Ex Works term of delivery, GIANECO will be not liable for any
missed document other than what required by Italian law.
5 - Packing, packaging, identification
The packing of Products will comply with the provisions of European Directive
94/62/EC 38 of the 20 December 1994 on packaging and packaging waste, and will
comply with the successive provisions; will respect the implementation orders which
incorporate these provisions into European Member States national laws, and the
provisions of the environmental Code.
6 - Payments
6.1. Invoices will be sent by email only, and will clearly show the relevant due date
6.2. Unless expressly agreed otherwise in writing between parties, all payments will be
effected on or before the date indicated on each Invoice; in case of advanced payment,
material will be not released either for collection or shipment until payment is received;
should the advanced payment be overly delayed (from the 10th calendar day)
GIANECO reserves the right to consider the contract as canceled and to sell the goods
to other Customers.
After 10 calendar days from Invoice due date, GIANECO also reserves the right to
apply a penalty which is established in a 0,3% of Invoice total value.

7 - Transfer of ownership and risks
7.1. Unless otherwise expressly and previously agreed in writing between GIANECO
and the Customer, the transfer of ownership of the sold Products will occur at the
effective payment date.
7.2. Unless otherwise expressly and previously agreed in writing between GIANECO
and the Customer, the transfer of risks of loss and deterioration of the Products will
occur at the collection or delivery date, whatever is the date of the transfer of
ownership and payment.
8 - Compliance and quality of the Products delivered and/or Services carried
out
8.1. GIANECO guarantees his Products conformity by defining and applying an
effective program of quality and safety control which reduce to the minimum possible
the risks from the Products and to guarantee the compliance of these Products to the
European standards, requirements and regulations in force, whether or not Customer
has delegated to GIANECO the Quality controls based on the Quality standard effective
in Italy.
8.2. Only in case shipment is carried out by GIANECO, customer can rise eventual
claim regarding damages occurred to packages during transport within 2 days after
consignment - no claim without pictures showing packages still on truck will be
accepted ; eventual claim regarding visual defects can be accepted within 5 working
days from goods receipt at destination; as regards material quality, not later than 30
calendar days from goods receipt at destination. We will accept formal complaints in
written, by e.mail only, and - whenever applicable - together with the relevant pictures
only. In case of partial material return, the used quantity will be charged to the Buyer -
transport cost (delivery and return) of rejected material will always be on customer’s
account. For no reasons, Customer can hold the payment of Invoices involved in
eventual non conformity claims.
9 - Guarantee, insurance and warranty of the Supplier
9.1. Customer will be held totally liable of any improper use of goods supplied by
GIANECO. Any application - out of what recommended by GIANECO or different from
Product nature itself - will be at Customer's discretion other than at his own risks and
expenses. GIANECO will be also not liable for equipment damages, economic losses or
any other kind of difficulty arising from a wrong material application. Should any
quarrel coming out due to inappropriate utilization of GIANECO' s supplied goods, and
should a goods return occur, the transportation costs involved and caused by this
dispute will be entirely charged to Customer (either consignment and withdrawal costs).
9.2. To be released from any improper Product application, Customer shall provide
documentary evidence of Goods machining processes witnessing its good faith.
10 - Final provisions
10.1. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): both Parties herewith mutually undertake
to promote and encourage their CSR commitments upstream (suppliers, subcontractors)
and downstream in the supply chain:
- by respecting the eight Fundamental Conventions of the International Labour
Organization (ILO);
- by identifying and reducing the environmental impacts of its products and services
over their entire life cycle.
10.3. The Parties undertake to comply in general with the applicable social and ethical
regulations. In particular, the Parties undertake to act against corruption in all its forms,
including extortion and bribery. Where applicable, the Customer must ensure that it
complies with the legal obligations of duty of vigilance (updated monitoring of social
obligations to provide and pay social security contributions) and due diligence
(immediate cessation of any intervention by a service provider in an irregular situation),
etc.
10.4. The trademark "GIANECO" especially, domain names, certain range names and
patents are protected in Italy and in certain foreign countries and remain the exclusive
property of GIANECO. Nothing in these General Conditions of Purchase is intended to
grant any rights to the Customer under any trademark, names, patent or other
intellectual property right held by GIANECO. Each Party undertakes to respect the
intellectual property rights of the other Party and to inform it of any infringement or
improper use of its intellectual property rights which a Party is aware of.
10.5. If, during their contractual or commercial relationship, the Customer and/or
GIANECO meet a dispute, they commit to do everything to reach an amicable
settlement within thirty (30) days from the most diligent Party's written invitation to
meet, together with the support of GIANECO’s internal mediator to search the solution
the most adapted to the resolution of the dispute. If this step to reach an amicable
settlement should fail within thirty (30) days after the initial proposal, the commercial
court of Turin (Italy) will be sole competent, even in the event of emergency
proceedings, plurality of defendants, additional claim or claim for contribution from a
third party.
10.6. The agreements and orders placed by Customers to GIANECO for Products and
their commercial relationship in general shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the Italian law, Vienna Convention of April 11, 1980 being excluded.


